In order to search XML-document collections, structural information -given by a user in the form of a structured query or provided by the self-describing structure of XML-documentshave been used in the past years to improve Information Retrieval (IR) quality in terms of recall and precision. However, all known approaches have only been used in classical client-/server (C/S) architectures. None have ever been applied to improve retrieval in large-scale distributed systems such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, where efficiency issues have to be dealt with carefully, e.g. in order to reduce communication overhead between distributed nodes. As P2P networks can be considered promising alternatives to C/S-systems for storing large amounts of information including XML-documents, possibilities for improving the retrieval in such networks should be investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer Systems are an emerging infrastructure for distributed computing, in which large sets of equal and autonomous nodes -the peers -are pooled together to share resources such as storage and power capacity. Unlike traditional client/server systems, there is no central control and peers can decide autonomously which services and resources to contribute to the system. Due to their self-organization, P2P systems bear the potential to realize robustness and fault-tolerance, and may scale to theoretically unlimited numbers of participating nodes.
Algorithms for Information Retrieval in P2P networks (P2P-IR)
are a recent field of research. Existing commercial or open source search engines with efficient response times only exist for simple pattern matching between queries and documents: documents are located in the P2P network by their name and only if they match the query exactly. Research approaches for content-oriented search in P2P can be classified into unstructured systems with a clever replication of objects, such that only a few peers need to be contacted, into semantic routing based on summaries where the network is navigated using hints such as search history, and into structured systems with distributed indexes, i.e. techniques based on distributed hash tables (DHTs) [20] . In P2P-networks based on DHTs, lookup of resources can be performed efficiently in log(n) hops on average by structuring the network such that a set of peers act on a distributed data structure with well-defined operations and supporting joining, leaving, and routing between the peers [8] . Chord is a P2P protocol that implements such a DHT [24] . The general idea of P2P-IR and criteria for the classification of such approaches are presented in [20] . An overview of how to look up data in P2P systems based on DHTs can be found in [4] . A summary of approaches for IR in unstructured P2P networks is given in [28] . An efficient P2P search engine using IR techniques is presented in [18] . They propose a key-based indexing strategy instead of single-term indexing, with keys as term sets that appear only in a restricted number of documents, thus being highly discriminative keys (HDKs).
Searching document collections based on Information Retrieval (IR) is a useful feature for the user. However, one of the main difficulties in distributed systems is searching efficiently while maintaining scalability [12] . Even in centralized approaches, query processing currently consumes a significant amount of resources; additional challenges come up in highly distributed P2P networks with bandwidth and latency constraints. The additional task of efficiently locating useful index information arises, before relevant results can be ranked and retrieved. In order to reduce bandwidth consumption and to guarantee scalability, P2P-IR solutions use only selected information and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. hence inevitably lose retrieval quality in terms of precision and recall. Selection techniques usually involve contacting only a carefully chosen subset of participating peers or top-k pruning (cutting off posting lists) [29] . For example, [15] presents a framework for distributed top-k query processing in a P2P setting for text documents using filters. Peer descriptions to efficiently reduce network traffic when routing in file sharing systems are used in [27] but no IR techniques for content-oriented search are applied. In general, various techniques from the area of IR, databases, and distributed systems are tried in order to minimize quality loss. None of them takes into account the structure of XML-documents yet.
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In order to search for and in XML-documents, quite a few approaches have been proposed in the past that suggest that structural features are a good source for achieving more precise and focused IR results. Methods for exploiting the self-describing structure of XML include weighting diverse parts of documents differently. Furthermore, queries can contain structural constraints about what to search and what to retrieve. Retrieval units can consist of entire documents or only the most relevant parts of a document [13] . Overviews of existing approaches that apply IR methods to the retrieval of XML-documents can be found in [2] and [16] . Evaluation has shown successful application of XML IR e.g. at INEX, the INitative for the Evaluation of XML-Retrieval [9] . However, all of these approaches have only been applied in traditional c/s-architectures. None have ever been used to improve XML-retrieval in large-scale distributed systems.
So far, no P2P solutions for IR of XML-documents exist. Schemabased P2P-networks [23] provide techniques for the lookup of semi-structured documents, e.g. by using XML P2P databases. They allow for exact or partial matches and consider hints about the desired document structure but do not yet provide the means to compute the relevance of documents. For example, [1] proposes a scalable solution to query XML data in P2P networks based on DHTs. However, their routing is based on structure instead of content. A survey about indexing, query routing, and query processing of XML data in a P2P setting is conducted in [10] , though none of the surveyed approaches features relevance computing with IR techniques.
We therefore propose to investigate, if and how structural features can be used to perform and improve IR of XML-documents in P2P networks. How can structured queries be routed and executed in a distributed setting such as to increase efficiency and effectiveness? Can the structure that is given both in the query and in the document help to improve the routing and ranking by reducing the routing effort, that is, the amount and size of messages between the peers, in order to route a given query to those peers that can rank possible relevant results, without losing precision and recall?
In this paper, a first P2P-IR approach for XML-documents is proposed based on the architecture described in [26] . We provide a distributed infrastructure to investigate the raised research question. Furthermore, techniques for the routing of queries that consist of both content and structure are proposed such that the given structure can be used in the process of selecting useful information. As the infrastructure is based on a DHT, locating known resources is not a problem. The challenge therefore is to deal with the huge posting lists of large-scale document collections. We provide mechanisms to choose promising postings according to evidence from XML elements, XML documents, the document collection, and storing peers. Structural features are exploited to minimize retrieval quality loss when building term combinations at indexing time, when pruning distributed posting lists; when selecting peer subsets; and when performing the final ranking. The proposed infrastructure is used to evaluate these techniques and some preliminary results are presented.
PROPOSED RESEARCH
The impact of using structural information for retrieving XMLdocuments will be examined in a P2P environment, where -due to performance issues, communication costs and lack of a central index -only selected information can be used. An analysis will be conducted on how XML IR techniques can be applied in such a scenario to improve the routing of structured queries.
Assumptions and Requirements
Putting much effort into the indexing process can buy performance at querying time and vice versa. The decision as to which aspect to focus on usually depends on the application and the environment -highly dynamic systems require quick and cheap indexing, whereas stable environments can afford a more extensive indexing stage, particularly if there are many more queries to be executed than new documents to be indexed. In this proposal, a dynamic but relatively stable P2P environment is assumed -peers will join and leave the network dynamically but often stay online for long periods, especially when providing large document collections such as digital libraries. Thus the aim is to allow an efficient retrieval at querying time by accepting a more intensified indexing. However, the indexing must scale, i.e. a linear growth of indexed documents should lead to a logarithmical growth of resource usage only.
The target collection consists of documents structured with XML. Most XML-Retrieval algorithms are aimed at collections with a homogeneous schema, as is the case, for example, with most INEX tracks. In practical environments, such a restriction will hold in rare cases only [11] . Especially in distributed systems such as P2P networks, collections usually are not homogeneous but based on a wide spectrum of schemas. Accordingly, the underlying algorithms should be capable of dealing with heterogeneous collections and not rely on a consistent document schema. In particular, no assumptions can be made about possible elements and tags. Instead, functions have to be applied that can detect and compute structural similarity.
In this proposal, a user model is assumed where the user has only a vague idea about the contents and structure to be retrieved, and is thus interested in everything relevant to the given query. This user is not an expert with the ability to express complex queries (e.g. in XQuery style), or with exact knowledge of underlying document schemas. On the other hand, the user is assumed to be informed well enough to use structural hints in addition to the query contents. Thus, the option of using structural hints should be supported. This exceeds the plain use of metadata fields such as author or title. The applied IR model must be able to handle structural constraints in addition to content hints.
A particularly problematic task in P2P-IR systems is the support of multi term queries, where information about more than one query term is needed. This is the case for more than 80% of all queries [17] . Users who are able to specify queries by structural hints are likely to use more terms than average to specify a query. Accordingly, special effort should be put into handling and optimizing multi term queries. Most existing P2P approaches produce large amount of traffic by locating and sending long posting lists for the different terms over the network and perform expensive joins of these posting lists at querying time. However, quick access to combinations of index terms is desirable, especially to reduce bandwidth consumption and support efficient querying.
Communication overhead is a cost factor always to be carefully considered in distributed systems. High bandwidth consumption is one of the major bottlenecks for P2P-IR in general [12] and not limited to the problem of multi term queries. Accordingly, a minimization of the number of messages sent over the network should be aimed for, and the size of these messages should be as small as possible. This is especially true for the peer selection process, i.e. for the decision on which peers hold valuable information for answering a given query and can participate in a parallel relevance computing.
Methods for reducing bandwidth consumption such as pruning of long posting lists, top k approaches, and peer selection usually cause a reduction of retrieval quality, since good information might be pruned or left unconsidered. The techniques used for posting list management and peer selection should therefore effect minimum quality reduction and consider measures to improve quality such as using the structure of XML-documents.
Improving IR Quality
How can structural information help to efficiently route structured queries and thus improve the retrieval of XML-documents in Peer-to-Peer systems in terms of precision, recall, and specificity? Does structure help routing queries in an environment in which not all information is centrally accessible? How can XML IR techniques be used in a P2P network while aiming at a minimization of network traffic and regarding performance aspects?
To investigate these questions, a search engine infrastructure has been developed that uses structural hints explicitly given by the user and implicitly by using the self-describing structure of XMLdocuments. More focused and specific results are obtained by retrieving results that can be either whole XML-documents or the most relevant elements in these documents.
The indexing includes both content and structural information. To support efficient execution of multi term queries, we adapted the approach on highly discriminative keys (HDKs) in [18] to XMLdocuments as described in section 3.3. Index keys thus consist of rare combinations of (content, structure)-tuples which we call XTerms. Performance is increased by using only fixed-sized posting lists: frequent index keys are combined with each other until the new combination is rare, with a posting list size under a pre-set threshold. Posting lists are sorted based on a scoring that uses traditional IR measures such as term frequency for a document posting but also weights for retrieval units of this document. Postings get a higher score if they regard to a documents on a peer with good collections regarding the current index key and with good peer performance metrics such as response times. When extracting the posting list for a specific query, a re-ordering or pre-ranking is performed that is based on the structural similarity between key and query.
The ranking is performed in parallel on those peers that were selected as holding information about potential relevant documents and retrieval units. An extension of the vector space model is used for the computation, where different weights are applied for different structures of the same content. For judging the relevance, content relevance and structural similarity between a given query and a potential relevant retrieval result are taken into account.
A P2P-SEARCH ENGINE FOR XML IR
In this section, a distributed infrastructure for a P2P search engine is proposed that uses the techniques described above to efficiently route structured queries. Figure 1 shows the architecture of each peer which consists of three layers: the application layer with an evaluation component for test runs, an interface to other applications, and a graphical user interface for indexing documents of the local file system or querying and presenting the retrieval results; the IR layer with components for indexing, retrieval, routing, ranking, and index storing; and the P2P layer that is used for communication between distributed components, e.g. for requesting information or receiving ranked results from other peers in a structured network. The indexing workflow is organized as follows: Documents either stored in the local file system or in a digital library are indexed by the local indexing component. All extracted information is stored in the distributed indexes; this includes inverted lists for HDKs and frequent XTerms, as well as document information and various term statistics for the document itself and for its potential retrieval units.
Infrastructure
The execution of a structured query q is explained in section 3.4 in more detail. Roughly, it will be performed by splitting the query into keys that are either HDKs or frequent XTerms. For each query key k i , the retrieval component of the querying peer will send a request to the peer holding k i 's posting list. This peer will then select potentially relevant documents from the posting list and will redirect the query to peers with term statistics about the selected documents d j ∈ posting list(k i ). This selection process takes into account the structural similarity between query and document, the weight of the document, the weight of potentially relevant retrieval units in this document, the weight of the collection of the peer assigned to the document as well as query-independent evidence about how well this peer performs in a technical sense. Finally, the query will arrive at peers which, in their locally stored part of the distributed index, hold relevant information for documents that contain at least one key k i ∈ q. The relevance of retrieval units of those documents will be computed by using information such as term weights and by taking into account structural similarity. Ranked results will be sent back to the retrieval component of the querying peer, containing the locations of the most relevant retrieval units. The best results will be merged and prepared for visualisation in the graphical user-interface so that the user can access the retrieval units directly form the peers on which they reside.
Querying
One possibility of using structure is to enable users to enter structural constraints together with the query content. This is common in metadata search engines, though users are restricted to popular fields such as title or author name. In XML IR, contentand-structure (CAS)-queries allow the input of any structural hint whereas content-only (CO)-queries only enable the input of content. The proposed search engine can process CAS-queries as well as CO-queries. Evaluation has to show, if CAS-queries can improve the retrieval results without significantly increasing communication overhead.
We assume the structure given in a CAS-query to be a vague hint in contrary to a more database-related view of seeing structure as a constraint. We furthermore denote structure as the path from document root to the term, expressed with an adaptation of XPath. We do not distinguish between elements with the same name if they are based on the same level of the document-tree and have the same parent-node. Furthermore, stemming, stopword removal, and mapping of structure are performed in order to decrease the number of different structures and to support an efficient calculation of structural similarity.
We define a query as a set of weighted XTerms where the default weight of each XTerm is 1. If the user does not give a structural hint, the structure of the XTerm is empty. If several hints are given (e.g. the user is not sure whether he wants to retrieve a book or an article), an XTerm for each structure is created with a weight divided by the amount of given structures. A query for images of apples in articles about computers could like this: q = { (apple, \image, 5), (computer, \article, 1)}.
Indexing
For the use of structural information in the retrieval and ranking process, the indexing process has to store a term's structure together with its contents, e.g. the XML element that contains the contents. We thus denote the smallest unit to be indexed as an XTerm which we define as a tuple of content and structure. The posting list of an XTerm is limited to a threshold of PL max entries in order to avoid long posting lists that would slow down the retrieval process and increase the amount of query redirections. Only those XTerms whose posting list does not exceed PL max , i.e. whose global collection frequency (which is defined in formula 1) is lower than the pre-set threshold, are considered specific and discriminative with regard to the collection; they are indexed as HDKs. If an XTerm is frequent, its posting list will be pruned, so that it contains only the best PL max documents; XTerm and posting list will be stored in the frequent XTerm index in case they can be used to answer a single term query or they can complement a multi term query that is not totally covered by HDKs. To support multi term queries, frequent XTerms of the same document (and the same text window, indicating they appear in the same context and might be queried together) are combined with each other until the posting list for the new combination is rare, i.e. its size does not exceed PL max . The new combination can then be stored as a HDK.
Finding the optimal value for PL max is equivalent to finding a balance between two extremes: Either setting PL max extremely low, so that nearly all possible term combinations that might occur together in the same query (impossible to predict!) will be indexed. This demands much effort at indexing time and will incredibly inflate the index space. The other extreme consists in setting PL max extremely high such that all terms will be indexed individually. Their posting lists would then have to be pruned in order to gain a scaling system not overloaded by too much traffic -a pruning that would lead to loss of information and loss of retrieval quality.
Increasing the value of PL max increases the probability that a query q meets the best case: q's key combination has already been computed at indexing time, i.e. q as a whole is stored as a HDK such that an appropriate posting list with the best PL max documents is directly accessible and only the relevance values of their retrieval units have to be computed. This will significantly reduce effort at querying time and will result in the best retrieval quality, as no information is lost by pruned posting lists.
Decreasing PL max will save indexing effort and space usage but increase the probability that q meets the worst case: all query terms are frequent XTerms, which results in a potentially high number of query routings at querying time and negatively affects recall and precision by using pruned posting lists. 
Formula 1. Global collection frequency CF of XTerm t
We define the global collection frequency (CF) of an XTerm t as in formula 1 and use it to detect if t is frequent or rare. CF is proportional to the global document frequency (DF) of t, e.g. the number of documents in the collection that t appears in. We did not take into account its global element frequency, e.g. the number of elements of the collections that t appears in (which reflects the fact that results can be either whole documents or retrieval units, e.g. elements). Our reason is that all elements that are not documents themselves are expected to be strongly linked to the documents they appear in. Thus, no postings for retrieval units are stored. [14] and others propose a strong correlation between a document and its contained retrieval units. We follow this lead and assume that most potential relevant retrieval units can be found by identifying their root-documents. What we do take into account is the document frequency of t, the DF of t's content (t.c) as well as |t i | which is the number of different structures found for t's content. This number can indicate how discriminative t is. Therefore, an XTerm for which the index holds 10 other XTerms with the same content but different structure will have a smaller CF than if it was the only XTerm with exactly this content. With parameter 0≤α≤1, the impact of DF(t) versus DF(t.c) can be controlled. Parameter 0≤λ≤1 sets the impact of |t i | on t.c's discriminative power.
The decision about which frequent XTerms should be combined together is not trivial. The original HDK-approach constructs HDKs of terms that appear within a window of w consecutive terms. [22] propose an improvement of this by using query log analysis. As there are no adequate logs for structured IR queries yet, we follow an approach similar to [5] , where the gap between two terms separated by an XML tag, e.g. appearing in different XML elements, accounts for a certain amount of penalty points (equivalent with the same amount of consecutive terms). Using this, we can decrease the probability that they will be combined with each other. Accounting different XML elements with different penalty points might also be a solution. So far, we simply account a gap with (w/p) penalty points where p∈ {1,5,10,20}.
So far, the same value for parameter pl max is used for all XTerms. Improvements could be made by choosing different truncation levels for important/unimportant terms.
Routing
To find relevant results, a given query q must be routed to peers that hold evidence about the relevance of documents and retrieval units in form of term statistics that have been stored at indexing time. In the proposed infrastructure, this routing will be performed in two steps. First, the inverted lists of all query terms k i must be located and merged with each other. From the resulting final posting list of q, promising entries must be selected for further investigation, e.g. requests must be sent to peers holding term statistics of the selected documents d j ∈ posting list(q) and their retrieval units.
Locating the inverted lists in step 1 presents no problem in a DHT-based infrastructure where items identified by a key can be located in log(n) hops between peers. We support efficient routing by storing HDKs and frequent XTerms on the same peer if they relate to the same content. This is handled by assigning peers to the hash-value of the content of the first XTerm in a key whose combined XTerms are ordered alphabetically. For load-balancing purposes, it might be useful to distribute some of the HDKs constructed of more than one XTerm on neighbouring peers. All posting lists of XTerms with the same content will be stored on the same peer and can be easily located together, so that postings can be selected not only from those lists where the structure of a query key exactly matches the structure of the XTerm of the inverted list but also from lists with similar structure.
The posting lists of all query terms will be processed in a pipelining manner as in [3] , after sorting the query keys according to their posting list length. Thus, a querying peer p q will first send the sorted query to the peer p i1 with the shortest posting list. After selecting promising postings from this list, p i_1 will mark the first query key as processed and send the query together with the selected postings to peer p i2 assigned to the next query key and so on. Thus p i_n , the last peer in this pipeline, can select the final posting list and request the relevance computing of the selected postings. For this second step of the routing, the statistics for each posting must be located. Again, this can be done easily as they are distributed according to the hash-value of the assigned unique document ID and thus can be found with DHT-techniques in log(n) hops. 
Figure 2. Pipelined routing of a query with pre-ranking
The problem that arises from query routing in a DHT-based system is narrowed down to the challenge of determining which postings to select from the inverted lists. Both efficiency and effectiveness issues have to be considered. In a large-scale distributed system with long posting lists due to a huge collection, it would not be feasible to select all postings. This would result in too much traffic by sending large posting lists between the peers and by routing the query to all peers assigned to the selected documents of the final posting list, not to mention the costs for expensive joins at querying time in order to merge the lists of different query keys that have not been pre-computed as HDKs at indexing time. The system thus would not be efficient and scalability could not be guaranteed. On the other hand, the retrieval quality in terms of recall and precision will suffer if too few or the wrong postings are selected.
We propose the following for selecting postings:
• Pre-computation of posting lists for HDKs as described in section 3.3. The posting list of a HDK h is constructed from the union of all posting lists for the different XTerms t i that are part of h. For each t i there will be a set of posting lists that relate to the same content but different structures. Only those postings will be stored in the posting list of an XTerm that occur in at least one other posting list of each set in h (as only those XTerms are combined with each other that appear in the same document). Thus for the content of each t i , there exists a posting list for each of its structures containing only postings that also appear in all other sets in h. Thus, a posting list for h is created as the intersection of the posting lists of all contained XTerms regarding their content while at the same time each XTerm keeps its own posting list to support posting selection according to structural similarity as described later in this section.
• Keeping pruned posting lists for frequent XTerms with the cut-off point being PL max based on the global collection frequency as in formula 1.
• Ordering of posting lists by a query-independent score as in formula 2 that is computed at indexing time and takes into account weights for both document d i and its highest scoring retrieval unit as well as a score for the peer assigned to d i. .
• Selecting the top n results of such ordered posting lists by performing a pre-ranking at querying time that adds up all scores of those postings from lists with a certain structural similarity between query key and posting key. This similarity is computed such as with formula 3.
Formula 2 shows the scoring function used for posting list sorting as described in [25] . It is based on the weights for both document d i and its best scoring retrieval unit ru best . Score k (d i ) for key k is computed at indexing time and based on an adaptation of the BM25E formula [21] to XML IR such that different elements can be weighted differently, e.g. a title will be given a much higher weight than a footnote. Also, the weight of an XTerm is computed as a combination of element weight and path weight. Parameters include the global collection frequency (CF) of k; the term frequency of k in d i ; the term frequency of k in d i 's best scoring retrieval unit ru best , or alternatively: tf of the best x retrieval units; as well as a peerScore that is high for peers with good collections regarding the current key (e.g. computed with CORI [6] ) and with good peer metrics such as available bandwidth and online time (for more information on the peer metrics see [25] ). 
Formula 2. Scoring posting list entries for ordering
Structural information given in the CAS query can also be useful for posting selection. Better results can be expected by reordering the posting list by a structure-based pre-ranking than if the top n documents scoring best were simply selected according to formula 2.Therefore, a pre-ranking is proposed that increases the score for those d i with high structural similarity between the structural hint given in the query and the structure for a term (as part of the key content) in d i .
The final posting list from which the best top n postings will be selected is thus constructed as the union of all selected postings of each query key k. If k is a frequent XTerm, that is there exists only one single posting list for k, all scores for its postings will be calculated as score k (d i )* sim(s k , s q ) with s k being the structure of k, s q being the structure of k's content in the query, and sim(s k , s q ) being the structural similarity between both structures. The best postings according to this calculation are then selected. 
Ranking
Both the pre-ranking to select postings and the final ranking to compute the accurate relevance of documents and retrieval units take into account structural similarity as described in formula 4 that was proposed in [26] . 
Formula 4. Function to compute structural similarity
Formula 4 is a sub-sequence-based attempt to measure the structure similarity sim(s q ,s t ) between two structures s q of a query key and s t of an XTerm t. It is determined as a value between 1 (for s q = s t ) and 0 (no similarity between s q and s t ). |s f | is the amount of tags in s f . Parameter 0≤β≤1 can be used to reduce the similarity in case not all tags of s q are matched by s t (s t = subsequence of s q ), as this should result in a lower value than the case that s q is a sub-sequence of s t ,. Parameter α sets the impact and strictness of the calculated structural similarity. For α=0, the structural similarity is always 1 and therefore has no impact at all; α=1 is the standard impact. With any other α, the similarity value can be increased or reduced.
The final ranking is performed using XML IR techniques that provide the opportunity to retrieve more focused results by favouring retrieving a high relevant document part of d i over retrieving a less relevant document d i . In other words, only the most relevant XML element of a document should be retrievedwhich can result in retrieving the whole document, obviously. Relevance is therefore computed for documents and carefully chosen retrieval units. The proposed architecture supports this by indexing appropriate statistics and storing them close to the document statistics for easy access. For the calculation itself, the vector space model has been extended in order to take into account the structure similarity in formula 3. For the weighting, an extension of the BM25E formula is described for formula 2.
IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
Currently, a search engine for P2P Information Retrieval of XML-documents called SPIRIX is being implemented in order to evaluate the impact of structural features in P2P-IR. The components according to figure 1 have already been integrated. All proposed techniques of this paper can be used except for the peerscoring. However, some of the algorithms are only implemented in simple versions and need to be extended. We are also experimenting with different solutions for the building of HDKs in order to gain more efficiency while indexing but are still in the process of doing so. A P2P protocol named SpirixDHT has been developed to support efficient transport of messages between peers when retrieving XML-documents. The protocol is based on Chord and adapted to special requirements of XML-retrieval, e.g. the distribution of information is performed as described in this paper. It also collects some of the peer performance metrics such as online time and latency that we proposed to use for the peerscore in section 3.4. We have not finished integrating SpirixDHT into Spirix, so all evaluation so far is based on a SimulationDHT (see figure 1) .
Some preliminary evaluation has been performed in order to investigate how useful structure can be exploited with SPIRIX. We recently participated in INEX 2008 to see how well our various ranking strategies work in comparison to centralized XML IR solutions. The results have not been released yet. However, some preliminary results can be reported that were observed when training our system with the evaluation mechanisms of INEX2007.
22 topics (CAS-queries) were chosen randomly out of the assessed 100 topics of last year's competition and ran on the main Wikipedia collection provided by INEX. The collection consists of 659.388 XML-documents (4.6GB); a more detailed description of the collection can be found in [7] . We concentrated on the XML IR aspect of our work and used SpirixDHT in a simulation mode, where messages have not been sent over the network but re-routed directly back to the same peer that contained the whole collection. That is, only a single machine was used. Therefore, only the amount of messages instead of the overall network traffic was measured. Figure 3 shows an early run used to investigate structural similarity functions. Only entire documents were retrieved, that is no retrieval units. The amount of messages sent for ranking requests was set to 500, that is, only 500 postings were chosen from the final posting list. Hops between peers for message transport (log(n) on average) or messages to build the final posting list were not taken into account. For selecting of postings, a simple version of formula 2 and 3 was performed, where document weight and structural similarity were applied but no peer or element evidence (δ 2 and δ 3 were set to 0). PL max was set to indefinite, so all keys where indexed as HDKs consisting of one XTerm. Runs were conducted with different values for α and β to measure structural similarity and compared with a baseline, where structure was not taken into consideration (α=0). As an indicator for good retrieval quality, the mean average interpolated Precision (MAiP) of all 22 topics over all 101 recall level was calculated as well as early precision at recall-level 1%, 5% and 10% (interpolated Precision iP over all topics). When comparing precision at different recall-levels, it seems that the proposed use of structure can help improve early precision (5,81% at level 0%). At higher recall-levels, the impact decreases such that the difference for MAiP is not as great (0,11310817 versus 0,11107674, i.e. improvement of 1,83%).
For the randomly chosen 22 topics, we have thus shown that structural features can indeed improve precision. If applied in a pre-ranking as proposed in this paper, a better posting selection can be performed. This can be used to select fewer postings, that is, to reduce the amount of ranking messages, hence reducing bandwidth consumption without losing precision.
The results for α=0.9 and β=0.8 are displayed in figure 4 . . Also, we will conduct tests on different numbers of messages and consider message sizes. Finally, real bandwidth consumption will have to be considered. Only by conducting further experiments is to be seen if the observed improvement can be achieved in general, which would allow to conclude that structure can indeed help to improve query routing.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed to investigate how structured queries can be efficiently routed in a highly distributed environment such as a P2P system by taking advantage of the structural feature in the routing process. An infrastructure was provided to investigate this question and techniques have been proposed to perform routing based on a combination of scoring performed both at indexing and querying time. This scoring takes into ac-count a mixture of document-, element-, collection-and peerevidence. Furthermore, it was reported on very preliminary evaluation results performed with the INEX collection. These results indicate that structural hints might indeed help to route queries in large-scale P2P systems.
We have only just begun to evaluate the proposed techniques and will conduct a full evaluation in the coming weeks. Future work will include fully implementing the routing strategy proposed in this paper for analyzing which methods are the most promising and can significantly improve efficiency. This will include evaluation of the impact for different values of the used parameters, especially the impact of changing CF and PL max, ; investigation of how to take into account the peer-score (both in terms of the peer's collection and in terms of peer performance metrics); and evaluation of different posting list merging and scoring strategies for the HDKs. Furthermore, we will participate in the new Efficiency Track of INEX in August 2008 to compare different variants of the proposed similarity function.
